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The aerodynamics of finite circular cylinders are important across a broad range of
engineering disciplines. However, there currently exists a significant gap in the literature
on such bluff bodies, particularly at orientations other than the typical normal and axial
flow conditions. This work addresses that gap through high-fidelity numerical experiments,
employing large-eddy simulation in the wake, of finite cylinders over a broad range of yaw
angles and Reynolds numbers. Though the approach is already well-validated for bluff
body flows, additional validation is performed for those cases in which experimental data
are available, and sensitivity analysis of the results is also presented. Empirical modeling
of the aerodynamics is performed to aid in the development of reduced-order models for
pilot training, stability analysis, and flight certification. Key results include quantification
of mean and fluctuating force and moment coefficients and shedding frequencies, empirical
models of trends in shear layer behavior, and analysis of the sensitivity of these behaviors
with respect to surface type, aspect ratio, and Reynolds number.

Nomenclature
α
β
cpb
cpM
cpS
D
L
L/D
φ
φR
ReD
St
u, v, w
U∞
V
x0
xM

Angle of attack
Yaw angle
Base pressure coefficient
Maximum pressure coefficient
Separation bubble pressure coefficient
Cylinder diameter
Cylinder length
Aspect ratio
Incidence angle
Incidence angle at initial reattachment
Reynolds number based on diameter
fD
Strouhal number, St =
U∞
Velocity components
Freestream speed
√
Velocity magnitude, V = u2 + v 2 + w2
Stagnation point position
Reattachment distance

I.

Introduction

Flows around cylinders are pervasive in a wide range of engineering disciplines. Many structures pertinent
to industrial applications, including cables, girders, power lines, towers, and skyscrapers, may be represented
as long circular cylinders. In such cases, three-dimensional effects are often considered unimportant.1 However, there exist a number of applications in which short-length finite cylindrical bodies are of interest. One
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example is in the area of helicopter tethered loads. In these operations, a wide variety of bluff bodies may be
transported slung underneath a helicopter by a system of cables, resulting in complex aerodynamic-dynamic
interactions of the tethered load, which is also coupled to the response of the tether system and helicopter
itself.2, 3 Typical tethered loads include oil drums and engine canisters, which may be approximately represented as short finite cylinders. Other applications requiring finite cylinder aerodynamics include air drops,
store separation, and missile flight.4, 5
One of the earliest experimental studies of finite-length cylinders was undertaken by Wieselsberger.6 In
that investigation, the drag coefficient of finite cylinders in normal flow (the condition in which the curved
surface is normal to the flow) was measured over a broad range of Reynolds numbers. Both infinite cylinders
(without free ends) and finite cylinders with L/D = 5 were studied. It was found that, in the subcritical and
transitional regimes, the drag of the finite cylinder was significantly less than the infinite cylinder. However,
this difference disappeared at supercritical Reynolds numbers on the order of 106 . Additionally, the Reynolds
numbers defining the subcritical, transitional, and supercritical flow regimes were similar between the two
different aspect ratios, and the magnitudes of drag changes during these transitions were also comparable.
Zdravkovich et al.7 performed wind tunnel experiments on short cylinders having two free ends, with L/D
ranging from two to ten, primarily in the subcritical Reynolds number regime. The observations were similar
to those of Wieselsberger, in that decreasing the aspect ratio resulted in a decrease in drag. However, below
L/D = 5, further decreases in aspect ratio resulted in little if any additional drag decrease. Zdravkovich et
al. also measured the yaw moment coefficient, finding considerable variation between trials. The variation
was determined to be the result of an asymmetric pressure distribution on the curved face which could
shift from side to side in an unpredictable fashion. Additionally, the Strouhal frequency of vortrex shedding
for L/D < 5 was found to be in the range 0.15 – 0.27, but the shedding itself was highly irregular and
difficult to assign a single dominant frequency. This behavior was attributed to the highly turbulent and
three-dimensional flow interactions occurring with the short cylinder geometry.
In most of the applications identified for small aspect ratio cylinders, it is necessary to resolve the forces
and moments not only in normal flow but also in a broad range of other orientations. While the literature on
small aspect ratio cylinders in normal flow is sparse, there exists even less information at other orientations.
Hoerner8 compiled data for cylinders and disks in axial flow (with the flat face normal to the flow). In this
orientation, drag was found to decrease abruptly as L/D increased from zero (circular disk) to two, but
it then remained approximately constant as L/D was increased further. The abrupt drop in drag may be
attributed to a change in shear layer behavior, as it begins to reattach on the curved face around L/D = 1.
Normal force coefficients have also been compiled by Hoerner8 for circular disks over a range of angle of
attack from zero to 90 degrees. Similar data are also extant for subsonic flow over missiles,4, 5 which are
cylindrical in cross section but typically have a rounded end with aspect ratios greater than five.
A significant amount of data in the literature exists for infinite cylinders at an angle of incidence. For
example, Bursnall9 measured the pressure distribution about a circular cylinder at yaw angles from zero to
60 degrees at Reynolds numbers below 5.0×105 . Zdravkovich1 has presented a rather comprehensive review
of this and more recent experiments. Many of these focus on the validity of the independence principle, or
the theory that the flow in a plane normal to the circular cross-section may be analyzed independently of the
axial flow component. The theory was presented formally by Sears10 and is based on the assumptions that
the flow is two-dimensional and laminar. Therefore, the theory breaks down at the onset of separation and
in three-dimensional flows, as in the case of a short finite cylinder with free ends. Nonetheless, the theory
has been shown to be reasonably accurate for real cylinders in some cases, depending on the aspect ratio
and end conditions.9, 11
There remains a marked lack of treatment of short circular cylinders in more than just one or two
orientations. The majority of studies to date have focused on infinite cylinders in normal flow. There are
fewer, but still a considerable number, of investigations of infinite cylinders inclined to the flow and short
finite cylinders in normal or axial flow; however, little if any information is available on short finite cylinders
in other orientations. This gap presents significant difficulty in predicting the behavior of these types of
geometries in applications such as tethered load operations and air drops. The goal of the current work is to
begin to close this gap via high-fidelity hybrid RANS-LES simulations of short cylinders in static orientations
over a broad range of inclination angles. Integrated quantities and shedding frequencies are computed, and
the computations are validated against experimental data, where available. The numerical approach allows
significant insight into the changes in flow behavior which affect the quasi-steady forces and moments. For
the purpose of reduced-order aerodynamic modeling applicable to simulation environments, empirical models
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of the quasi-steady behavior are presented along with guidance as to the conditions in which they may be
applied.

II.

Configurations

In selecting the configurations to study, several criteria were considered. First, the configurations should
be in a range of aspect ratios that are representative of common tethered loads. This resulted in cylinders of
very low aspect ratio with L/D = 1 – 2. Reynolds numbers over a relatively broad range of 105 – 106 were
selected, which are typical of model-scale (as in a wind tunnel test) to full-scale tethered loads. 11 different
discrete yaw angles in the range 0◦ ≤ β ≤ 90◦ were investigated. The full summary of test conditions is
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Cylinder dimensions and flow conditions
No.
1
2
3
4
5

L (m)
0.2191
0.2191
0.4382
0.4382
0.4382

D (m)
0.2191
0.2191
0.2191
0.2191
0.2191

ReD
0.96 × 105
1.00 × 106
1.56 × 105
0.96 × 105
1.00 × 106

β (◦ )
0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, 70, 80, 90
0, 10, 30, 70, 90
0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, 70, 80, 90
0, 30, 80, 90
0, 10, 30, 70, 90

The cylinders are canonical geometries; i.e., they are perfect cylinders without any surface imperfections
or wind tunnel mounting apparatus modeled in the grid, but they are representative geometries for the
tethered loads application as well as many others. The yaw angle is defined as zero when the cylinder is
in the normal flow orientation; that is, with the stagnation point at the center of the curved face. A yaw
angle of 90◦ occurs with stagnation point at the center of the flat face, or the axial flow orientation. The
convention for the relationship between the wind axes and body axes, with the yaw angle β and angle of
attack α illustrated, is presented in Fig. 1. In all cases considered in this work, the angle of attack is held
to zero while the yaw angle is varied.

Figure 1: Convention for axes and illustration of the aerodynamic angles α and β.

III.

Numerical Experiment Methodology

In this work, numerical experiments are undertaken to evaluate the aerodynamics of finite cylinders. This
approach is selected because of the rich flow field information that it provides at no additional cost, which
makes it possible to determine basic fluid flow phenomena that influence the integrated forces and moments.
Of course, with any numerical approach, it is important to validate the computations and use established
best practices to ensure that the results are accurate. The current methodology has been leveraged from prior
algorithm development by Lynch12 and Shenoy.13 FUN3D, a legacy unstructured CFD solver developed by
NASA,14 is employed to resolve the bluff body flow fields. FUN3D solves the incompressible or compressible
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations on mixed-element unstructured grids. The solver is
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(a) Drag coefficient

(b) Side force coefficient

(c) Yaw moment coefficient

Figure 2: Grid sensitivity study, L/D = 1 at low β, ReD = 3.2 × 105 .

second-order accurate in space and between second- and third-order accurate in time, which is important
for resolving large eddies in the wakes of bluff bodies. Pure RANS solutions are known to be inadequate
for flows around airfoils at high angles of attack and other bluff bodies.15, 16 To mitigate this issue, a
hybrid turbulence approach is applied, in which the k-ω SST two-equation near-wall RANS model is blended
with large-eddy simulation (LES) in the wake where the largest turbulence scales may be resolved by the
grid.12 This approach has been demonstrated to accurately predict bluff body flows in a wide range of
applications, including airfoils at high angles of attack and in reverse flow,15 semi-infinite cylinders,12 and
rectangular prisms.17 The latter work has demonstrated significantly improved predictions of side force and
yawing moment of three-dimensional rectangular prisms over a broad range of yaw angles relative to other
computations employing RANS or algebraic turbulence models.16, 18
In the current work, cylinders are studied in flows at very low Mach numbers (below 0.1), so the incompressible solver path is taken in FUN3D to ensure rapid convergence. Rather than apply preconditioning to
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, the incompressible path in FUN3D is implemented via Chorin’s
method of articifical compressibility,19 which reduces computational cost, as the energy equation need not
be solved in this approach. The overset grid method is applied, in which near-body cylinder grids are placed
on top of a background grid representing a wind tunnel test section. This method allows the same set of
grids to be used in multiple orientations. Overset capability is afforded by the SUGGAR++20 and DiRTlib21
libraries, which determine blanked cells, donors and recipients at overset boundaries, and interpolate data
from grid to grid. Inviscid fluxes are resolved using Roe’s flux-difference splitting scheme, while temporal
integration is performed via an implicit, time-accurate backwards-difference scheme.
III.A.

Computational grids

Grids were created for the finite cylinders applying best practices for similar bluff body configurations
with the hybrid RANS-LES turbulence approach.12, 15, 22, 23 Though the grids are unstructured, previous
investigations have demonstrated the importance of wall-normal-aligned prismatic elements to accurately
resolve gradients in the boundary layer.12 Thus, the topology of the near-body grids is mixed with prismatic
elements in the boundary layer and tetrahedral elements elsewhere. 35 or more prismatic cells are included
in the boundary layer region, with viscous wall spacing y + < 1. These boundary layer grid characteristics
have been selected to ensure accuracy in predictions of separation and reattachment locations which have
been evaluated in prior work.12, 15, 24
Grid sensitivity of the configurations has been evaluated by comparison of the forces and moments of
grids with various levels of refinement at low yaw angles. The Reynolds number for the grid sensitivity study
was 3.2 × 105 , which is between the low and high range of configurations investigated throughout the rest
of this work. The aspect ratio was 1.0 for the sensitivity study. Two different refinement techniques were
applied:
1. uniform refinement, and
2. feature-based adaptation based on vorticity magnitude.
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Feature-based adaptation capability has been introduced into FUN3D for overset grids by Shenoy.13, 25
In this technique, flow features of interest (such as separated shear layers and shed vortices) can be resolved
while reducing the number of grid points in regions of smooth flow. The baseline grid had 3.7 million nodes
– a similar number of points as previous successful studies of rectangular prisms17 – while the finest grid
had 8.5 million nodes.
Figure 2 illustrates the results of the grid sensitivity
study. Increasing the node count tends to reduce drag,
and the 5.5-million node adapted grid is within 5% of the
drag of the finest grid. More significant differences occur in the side force, where the baseline grid predicts the
wrong behavior at yaw angles between 0 and 4◦ . However,
all of the finer grids give very similar predictions for side
force and yaw moment coefficients at all yaw angles. The
final grid node counts vary based on the Reynolds number and aspect ratio but are in the range 6.5 – 8 million
nodes. Based on the sensitivity study, this range is expected to produce the correct side force behavior while remaining within a few percent of the grid-converged drag.
This range is also somewhat finer than previous validated
computations for semi-infinite cylinders.12 Uniform refinement has been leveraged to generate the final grids,
Figure 3: Typical convergence of momentum and as feature-based adaptation would require a new adapted
turbulent kinetic energy RMS residuals.
grid for each orientation.
III.B.

Temporal convergence

As bluff body flows are highly unsteady, time-accurate computations are required. FUN3D applies a backwards differentiation scheme to achieve time accuracy between second-order and third-order. To ensure that
the order of accuracy of the scheme is actually reached, a number of Newton subiterations employing pseudo
time steps are applied to converge the solution within each physical time step. Equation 1 (see Biedron et
al26 ) defines the update equation for the vector of conserved variables Q with the backwards differentiation
scheme. In this equation, m is the pseudo time level, ∆τ is the pseudo time step size, n is the physical
time level, ∆t is the physical time step size, R is the residual vector, Ω is the dual cell volume, and θn are
backwards differentiation coefficients.

∂Rm
Ωθn+1 m
Ωθn−1 n−1
Ωθn−2 n−2
I−
∆Qm = Rm −
(Q −Qn )−
(Q
−Qn )−
(Q
−Qn )−. . .
∂Q
∆t
∆t
∆t
(1)
During a convergent time step, ∆Qm → 0 and Qm+1 → Qn+1 . Unlike in steady simulations, convergence
of time-accurate computations does not imply that the residual goes to zero during the Newton subiteration
process, but rather to a small finite value that depends on ∆t and represents the change in the flow solution
during the physical time step. Thus, leveling of the residuals to a finite value indicates that the Newton
subiterations have converged. In this work, 15–20 subiterations were used with a CFL number of 35 to ensure
that the RMS residuals of momentum and turbulent kinetic energy converge three orders of magnitude and
begin to level out when plotted on a log scale. Typical convergence of these residuals during a time step
is illustrated in Fig. 3. It was found that the number of subiterations and CFL number for temporal
convergence did not change significantly across the different cases and flow conditions evaluated.



Ωθn+1
Ω
+
∆τ
∆t



IV.
IV.A.

Results

Drag comparisons with experimental data

The present numerical analysis approach has been previously validated against infinite cylinder experiments
in the subcritical regime, ReD = 3900.12 The drag coefficient, shedding frequency, and separation location
were all well within the error bounds of experimental measurements in that low-ReD study. Because the
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tethered loads application typically involves larger Reynolds numbers, the current work focuses on transitional and supercritical flows. The computations are compared against experimental data at β = 0◦ and 90◦ ,
as other orientations are not available in the literature for short finite cylinders. Figure 4(a) presents the
drag coefficients of the present computations in normal flow (β = 0◦ ) compared with the experimental data
of Wieselsberger6 and with the prior computations of Lynch and Smith.12 Here, the drag force is normalized
by the planform area LD. It is apparent from this figure that the agreement with experimental data is
excellent in the supercritical regime. Furthermore, in both the transitional and supercritical regimes, the
difference in drag coefficient between the two different aspect ratios is minimal. This is in agreement with
the experimental findings of Zdravkovich et al.,7 who found that the drag coefficient is insensitive to aspect
ratio below L/D = 5.

(a) β = 0◦ (normal flow) orientation

(b) β = 90◦ (axial flow) orientation

Figure 4: Comparison of the current computations in normal and axial flow configurations with experimental
data by Wieselsberger,6 Hoerner,8 and previous computations by Lynch and Smith.12
The finite drag predictions at lower Reynolds numbers are somewhat lower than the experimental data,
with only minor variation when increasing the Reynolds number from 0.96×105 to 1.56×105 . However, they
are comparable to the experimental drag in the transitional regime, which occurs at a somewhat higher
Reynolds number in the experiments. Hoerner8 indicated that boundary layer transition may occur at different Reynolds numbers depending on the surface roughness and wind tunnel turbulence level. Considering
the excellent correlation at subcritical12 and supercritical Reynolds numbers, it is clear that the hybrid
RANS-LES turbulence approach is able to accurately predict drag of wake-dominated flows at Reynolds
numbers outside of the boundary-layer transitional regime. However, the RANS model, which is active in
the boundary layer, does not predict transition. As a result, the range of Reynolds numbers over which this
change takes place is larger than in the experiments. For the applications noted in the Introduction, fully
turbulent flows are primarily of interest, and boundary layer transition is of minimal importance. Nonetheless, the effects of boundary layer transition as it relates to other aerodynamic interest will be discussed later
in this paper.
Figure 4(b) illustrates the drag in the axial-flow orientation, as compared with experimental data from
Hoerner8 for circular disks and finite cylinders. Note that the drag force here is normalized by the area
π 2
D , corresponding to the frontal area in the axial configuration (in the normal configuration, LD is the
4
frontal area). This figure indicates that in axial flow, there is no sensitivity of the drag to Reynolds number,
at least over the range of Reynolds numbers evaluated here. This result is perhaps unsurprising, as in this
configuration forced separation occurs at the sharp edges of the flat face, whereas in the normal configuration,
separation from the curvilinear face depends on the boundary layer and wake turbulence characteristics. The
present computations at L/D = 1 give drag comparable to circular disks in the experimental data. The
Hoerner data indicates that there is a sharp drop in drag near this aspect ratio corresponding to a change in
the shear layer reattachment behavior. As the shear layer reattachment distance is sensitive to the freestream
turbulence level in bluff body flows,27 it is not unusual for the change in shear layer behavior to occur at a
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different aspect ratio depending on the wind tunnel or conditions in the numerical study. The drag coefficient
at L/D = 2 is consistent with the experimental data.
Figure 5 highlights the differences in shear layer behavior for the two different aspect ratios in axial flow.
Time-averaged contours of pressure coefficient and streamlines are depicted in a top-down view of each case.
Separation is forced by the sharp edges of the front face, promoting the formation of low-pressure, vortical
bubbles that draw the outer flow back towards the surface. For L/D = 2, reattachment occurs on the
curvilinear face of the cylinder downstream, but it remains separated for L/D = 1, as the cylinder length
is not sufficient to allow reattachment. Shear layer reattachment is accompanied by a significant pressure
recovery, resulting in significantly lower base pressure and drag for the higher aspect ratio. Reattachment
occurs abruptly as the aspect ratio is increased, which is the reason for the sudden decrease in drag in Fig.
4(b) between L/D = 1 and 2.

(a) L/D = 1

(b) L/D = 2

Figure 5: Time-averaged contours of pressure coefficient and streamlines in a top-down view for the axial
flow condition.

IV.B.

Forces and moments in other orientations

Figure 6 details the influence of changing yaw angle on the time-averaged forces and moments for different
aspect ratios and Reynolds numbers. All forces are normalized by the reference area LD, while the yaw
moment is normalized by the reference area LD and the reference length D. The level of unsteadiness in each
case is indicated by vertical bars, the magnitude of which represents the root-mean-square of the fluctuations
in each quantity.
The drag coefficient behavior is illustrated in Fig. 6(a). For each of the two aspect ratios, the most
significant changes with Reynolds number occur near β = 0◦ , the normal flow condition. As has been
demonstrated in Fig. 4(a), the lower-ReD cases are in the midst of a transitional regime at β = 0◦ , while the
higher-ReD cases are supercritical. The difference in turbulence properties of the wake manifests itself as a
decrease in drag at low yaw angles in the supercritical regime. However, the influence of Reynolds number
on drag decreases as the yaw angle is increased; for β = 30◦ and above, only minor differences in drag exist
for a given aspect ratio at different Reynolds numbers. This behavior indicates that, for moderate to high
yaw angles, fixed separation from sharp edges becomes the dominant factor that determines overall drag,
and that this behavior is relatively independent of Reynolds number.
Significant differences in drag exist between the two aspect ratios for moderate to large yaw angles.
Some of these differences are related to shear layer reattachment behavior in the axial flow condition, as
indicated by Fig. 4(b). However, it should be noted that, due to the normalization by LD, the differences
in dimensional drag at higher yaw angles are not actually as large as the differences in drag coefficient. The
variations in reattachment behavior are discussed in detail in a later section.
Except for at very low yaw angles, the side force and yaw moment are also primarily dependent on aspect
ratio instead of Reynolds number. The side force for the L/D = 1 cylinder is especially sensitive to minor
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(a) Drag

(b) Side force

(c) Yaw moment

Figure 6: Time-averaged force and moment coefficients over the range β = 0◦ − 90◦ , with vertical bars
denoting RMS fluctuations.

flow changes, which is evident in the numerous changes in slope across the range of β and the significant
levels of unsteadiness. This sensitivity also results in larger changes with Reynolds number than in the
other quantities, though similar sensitivity of the side force coefficient is apparent at both transitional and
supercritical Reynolds numbers. The trends in yaw moment are similar for both aspect ratios, but with
reversals occurring at different yaw angles. These reversals are related to changes in shear layer behavior on
the sides of the cylinder. Similar effects have been characterized in the case of two-dimensional rectangular
geometries by other authors.3, 28, 29 Only minor changes of the yaw moment with Reynolds number are
observed.
IV.C.

Unsteady flow characteristics

For many applications of bluff body aerodynamics, the mean flow behavior is not the only concern. Bluff
body flows are inherently unsteady due to the shed wake, even when the configurations are static or quasisteady. The unsteadiness is particularly important for applications in which the dynamic response of the
bluff body is sought, for instance in the helicopter tethered loads application30 and vortex-induced vibration
of bridges, tall buildings, towers, and cables.31
Figure 6 provides an indication of the fluctuation magnitudes for each of the force and moment coefficients
in the form of vertical bars, but it is easier to see the trends by plotting the fluctuations themselves with the
mean value subtracted out. Such a comparison is presented in Fig. 7. The largest fluctuations occur in the
side force coefficients for L/D = 1, particularly between β = 0◦ and 30◦ and β > 70◦ . These fluctuations
are especially significant when compared with the mean side force coefficient magnitude. Fluctuations
magnitudes in all three coefficients are, in general, more closely correlated with aspect ratio than Reynolds
number, but this trend does not always hold. For instance, the fluctuations in drag at yaw angles below
45◦ follow the opposite behavior, with fluctuation magnitudes correlated with Reynolds number instead of
aspect ratio. The same trends were observed in the mean drag coefficient, which suggests that separation
location on the curved cylinder surface influences not only the drag but also the unsteady fluctuations in
drag.
In addition to the fluctuation magnitudes, the frequencies also represent an important aspect of unsteady
flow. In order to accurately capture the relevant frequencies, it is necessary to apply large-eddy simulation
in the wake,22, 32 as has been done in this work. Figure 8 depicts the power spectrum for velocity magnitude,
V , measured 4D downstream of the L/D = 1 cylinder at ReD = 1.0 × 106 . The frequency is plotted in terms
of the non-dimensional Strouhal frequency St. While a dominant shedding frequency can be identified, the
spectrum is broadly distributed across a range of frequencies. A significant amount of high-frequency content
is also resolved by large-eddy simulation. These resolved frequencies drop off with a slope of approximately
−5/3 on a log-log scale, eventually leveling out at scales too fine to be resolved by the grid.
When the dominant Strouhal frequency is plotted for each of the cases, as in Fig. 9, the range extends
from 0.14 to 0.27, and clearly identifiable trends related to aspect ratio, yaw angle, or Reynolds number are
absent. Experimental frequency data by Zdravkovich et al7 for a cylinder with L/D = 2 at β = 0◦ , in the
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(a) Drag

(b) Side force

(c) Yaw moment

Figure 7: RMS of force and moment coefficient fluctuations over the range β = 0◦ − 90◦ .

Figure 8: Power spectrum of velocity magnitude, Figure 9: Dominant Strouhal frequencies. ExperiL/D = 1, ReD = 1.0 × 106 , β = 0◦ .
mental data from Zdravkovich et al.7

(a) Flat-face reattachment (flow from right)

(b) Curved-face reattachment (flow from left)

Figure 10: Unsteady flow snapshots during reattachment on flat and curved cylinder faces.
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range 1.1 × 105 ≤ ReD ≤ 2.1 × 105 , is also included in this figure. They observed a large range in measured
Strouhal numbers, for the same flow conditions, from trial to trial; the range is illustrated by the red dashed
lines in the figure. The significant variability in the experimental measurements of the Strouhal number
was attributed to the highly three-dimensional and turbulent nature of the flow fields, resulting in broad,
multimodal frequency spectra similar to those of the present computations. Similar behaviors have also been
observed for three-dimensional rectangular prisms.23 However, the typical two-dimensional cylinder Strouhal
number of 0.2 is roughly in the center of the range of variability, so it is a reasonable approximation that may
be applied in dynamic simulation models, provided vortex shedding lock-in to body dynamic frequencies is
not a concern.
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IV.D.

Time-averaged pressures

The significant unsteadiness and complex turbulent structures in flows about finite cylinders can make it
challenging to study the phenomena that primarily influence the mean forces and moments. To illustrate
this point, Fig. 10 presents flow field visualizations at specific points in time for L/D = 2 at low (Fig.
10(a)) and high (Fig. 10(b)) yaw angles. Iso-surfaces of Q-criterion in the wake are rendered as smoke, while
the surface is colored by contours of pressure coefficient. In both snapshots, there exist complex, highly
three-dimensional turbulent structures that are resolved by large-eddy simulation. The significant threedimensional nature of these structures and interaction between the vortices shed from the curved surface
and the ends are responsible for the significant variation in dominant shedding frequency, as described in
the previous section.
In addition, both figures also illustrate shear layer reattachment; in Fig. 10(a) this phenomenon occurs
on the flat face while in Fig. 10(b) it occurs on the curved face. Shear layer reattachment is characterized
by a low-pressure separation bubble, followed by a sudden increase in pressure and then a region of attached
flow. The shear layer often breaks up into vortices before reattaching, as in Fig. 10(a), which results in
unsteady variations in the reattachment point and unsteady interactions between other vortices and the
surface.

(a) Reattaching flow

(b) Attached flow

Figure 11: Pressure distributions for reattaching and attached flow on flat cylinder faces.
In order to extract the mean behavior, which is important for understanding the factors driving the mean
forces and moments, the flow fields themselves have been time averaged. Figure 11 presents time-averaged
reattaching- and attached-flow pressure distributions along central slices of the flat faces. For clarity, only
the results from a subset of the cases are presented in this figure. The time-averaging process produces
smooth pressure distributions which provide insight into the behavior of the mean forces and moments.
The separation bubble and attached flow distributions are apparent in Fig. 11(a). Reattachment on the
flat faces occurs even at β = 0◦ , when the flat faces are parallel to the flow. Increasing the yaw angle
moves the reattachment point forward and increases the maximum pressure coefficient at reattachment. At
low yaw angles, the pressure in the separation bubble changes only slightly, but it subsequently begins to
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increase rapidly, At β = 45◦ , the stagnation point occurs at the corner of the flat face, and the separation
bubble vanishes completely. Reattachment behavior has been demonstrated by Greenwell3 and Robertson27
to drastically influence the side force and yaw moment for rectangular bluff bodies, and similar influences
are apparent for finite cylinders. For example, the rapidly-changing separation bubble size and pressure
distribution in Fig. 11(a) produces the rapid changes in yaw moment apparent in Fig. 6(c). The qualitative
aspects of the reattachment pressure distributions are very similar among finite cylinders and two- and
three-dimensional rectangular bluff bodies.3, 23, 27
Further increasing the yaw angle, as represented in Fig. 11(b), results in the stagnation point moving
from the curved face to the flat face. The pressure coefficient is 1.0 at the stagnation point, but it moves
from the edge of the flat face to the center as the yaw angle is increased to 90◦ . The fully-attached pressure
distribution is somewhat simpler than the reattaching pressure distribution, in that the maximum pressure
remains constant and there is no separation bubble. As a result, the attached flow distribution can be
characterized by the stagnation point location, x0 . Meanwhile, the reattaching pressure distribution requires
four parameters: cpb , the base pressure coefficient; cpS , the separation bubble pressure coefficient; cpM , the
maximum pressure coefficient at reattachment, and xM , the distance from the edge to the location of cpM .
These parameters are highlighted in Fig. 12, which depicts typical reattaching- and attached-flow pressure
distributions.

(a) Reattaching flow

(b) Attached flow

Figure 12: Typical pressure distributions and definition of empirical modeling parameters.

V.

Empirical Modeling of Quasi-Steady Behavior

Due to the significant nonlinearities in bluff body flows, including transition, separation, and reattachment, simplified analytical theories generally not available. This fact poses significant difficulties in developing reduced-order models for pilot training, certification, and stability analysis. As a result, costly suites
of experiments, flight tests, or high-fidelity numerical simulations are typically required to build a database
of quasi-steady force and moment information for each geometry under consideration.30 Empirical modeling
presents an alternative to analytical modeling, with similar benefits to applications such as flight simulation
which require a method with low computational cost. Some work has been done in this area by Greenwell3
in the case of two- and three-dimensional rectangular bluff bodies. The current work aims to develop similar
empirical models for the quasi-steady behavior of finite cylinders, to understand where there exist similarities
or differences with the prior work on rectangular bluff bodies, and to quantify sensitivities with respect to
surface type, Reynolds number, and aspect ratio.
One key parameter related to the reattachment behavior is the angle at which reattachment on a given
face begins to occur. For this analysis, it is more instructive to consider the incidence angle φ – the angle
of the flow relative to a given face – instead of the yaw angle. By plotting the reattachment distance xM
normalized by the diameter as a function of the incidence angle, it is possible to develop empirical models
for the reattachment angle which very closely fit the data, as demonstrated in Fig. 13. These figures clearly
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indicate that xM does not depend on the aspect ratio or the Reynolds number, but rather on the type of
face on which reattachment occurs (flat or curved). Though similar trends exist for both types of face, xM
is larger for a given incidence angle when reattachment occurs on the curved cylinder face as opposed to
one of the flat faces. Prior work3, 23 has indicated xM follows a similar trend for two- and three-dimensional
rectangular prisms, but with xM larger than either of the empirical fits in Fig. 13. The incidence angle
at which reattachment begins to occur on a particular face, or φR , can be determined from these empirical
models by setting xM equal to the length of the face and reading the incidence angle from the curve fit.

(a) Flat faces

(b) Curved faces

Figure 13: Reattachment distance as a function of incidence angle, normalized by D, for reattachment on
flat and curved faces.
Figure 14 presents empirical models of the four reattachment pressure distribution parameters. Many of
them collapse onto a single curve when normalized in the proper way. The incidence angle, for instance, is
normalized by first subtracting φR and then dividing by 45◦ . The pressure coefficients are normalized by
subtracting cpb at φ = 0◦ , or cpb,φ=0 , and dividing by (1 − cpb,φ=0 ). When normalized in this manner, it is
notable that the variation in xM collapses onto a single quadratic curve with R2 = 0.97, and the relationship
becomes independent of surface type, canonical geometry type (it applies equally well to cylinders as 2-D
and 3-D rectangular bluff bodies23, 27 ), aspect ratio, and Reynolds number. If φR is not subtracted out, as
in Fig. 13, then the curve fits differ with surface type. This result indicates that these geometric differences
have a significant effect on φR , but the variation of xM with φ after reattachment begins follows a similar
trend in all cases. Therefore, the model provided in Fig. 13 should be used to determine φR , and the model
in Fig. 14(a) may be applied once φR is known.
The maximum pressure coefficient during reattachment, cpM , exhibits similar independence when normalized appropriately. All geometries evaluated collapse onto a single empirical curve with R2 = 0.96, and
cpM increases with φ in a cubic relationship. The separation bubble pressure coefficient, cpS , collapses in a
similar manner, but in this case, there are differences with respect to the type of surface. For reattachment
on flat faces (whether they are flat faces of cylinders or rectangular bluff bodies), cpS can be modeled by
an empirical curve fit with R2 = 0.98. However, curved faces do not fit this trend; data for curved faces is
highlighted in red in Fig. 14(c). In fact, cpS on curved faces is found to depend not only on the incidence
angle but also the aspect ratio and Reynolds number. The base pressure coefficient, cpb , exhibits significant
scatter and is not amenable to fitting by an empirical curve. However, note that this parameter is somewhat
difficult to determine in the first place, as the pressure coefficient drops off rapidly at the aft end of the face
(see Fig. 11(a)), and for most applications it is likely sufficient to assign it a constant representative value.
Figure 15 presents the variation of the stagnation point with incidence angle. As stagnation on a given
face implies that reattachment does not occur on the same face, φR is not subtracted from the incidence angle
for normalization in this case. Instead, since the transition from reattaching to fully-attached flow occurs
at 45◦ , 45◦ is subtracted from the incidence angle instead of φR . Figure 15 demonstrates that x0 , when
normalized in this manner, also depends on the surface type. As was the case with cpS , x0 collapses onto a
single empirical curve for flat faces, including both finite cylinders and rectangular bluff bodies. However,
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(a) xM

(b) cpM

(c) cpS

(d) cpb

Figure 14: Reattachment parameter variations with φ and empirical curve fits.

Figure 15: Variation of x0 with φ and empirical curve fit.
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curved-face stagnation (highlighted in red) does not fit the same trend. x0 on curved faces is found to depend
on L/D but not ReD .

VI.

Conclusions
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In this work, the aerodynamics of finite cylinders with L/D = 1 and 2 in quasi-steady, or static, configurations have been investigated via high-fidelity numerical experiments. The purpose is to fill a significant gap
in the literature in terms of the understanding and available data for these types of cylinders, particularly
over a range of orientations which is necessary for many applications including tethered and parachute loads,
crane operations, and freely-dropped bluff bodies. The computations have been validated by comparison
with experimental data, where available, and sensitivities to grid refinement and flow conditions have been
evaluated. The key findings of this work are as follows:
• Drag predictions from the hybrid RANS-LES method are highly accurate in the subcritical and supercritical regime. In the transitional regime, the drag is slightly underpredicted relative to available
experimental data.
• Transition primarily affects the drag predictions for yaw angles below 30◦ but only influences the side
force and yaw moment to a minor extent.
• The flow is highly unsteady and three-dimensional. Frequency-domain transformation of quantities in
the wake results in a broad, multimodal spectrum. Because of these characteristics, clear trends in the
dominant shedding frequency with respect to aspect ratio, yaw angle, or Reynolds number cannot be
extracted, but St = 0.2 may be taken as a representative value.
• Due to the unsteadiness and turbulence, time-averaging the flow fields themselves is required to investigate the characteristics of the phenomena that produce the mean forces and moments. When this
procedure is performed, clear qualitative trends are observed in the pressure distributions for faces on
which shear layer reattachment or fully attached flow is present.
• The incidence angle at which reattachment begins to occur, or φR , can be correlated with surface type,
curved or flat.
• The distance to reattachment, xM , and the pressure coefficient at reattachment, cpM , may be modeled
empirically as a function of incidence angle. These quantities have been found to be independent of
geometry type, surface type, Reynolds number, and aspect ratio, provided the proper normalization is
applied taking into account φR .
• The pressure coefficient in the separation bubble, cpS , and the stagnation point location, x0 , have been
found to depend on the surface type, curved or flat.
• Where possible, empirical curve fits have been developed and presented for predicting the reattachment
and stagnation parameters.
Future development will include further correlation and validation of the force and moment predictions
as well as the empirical curve fits established in this work. Additionally, other common canonical geometries
will be evaluated. Methods to predict the mean forces and moments from the empirically-determined trends
in shear layer behavior should be investigated, so that reasonable predictions for new bluff bodies can be
made without the need for large suites of tests or numerical experiments.
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